BENEFITS -

- COMPACT, LIGHT WEIGHT, PORTABLE
  (ABS Heavy - Duty Plastic Case)
  max. weight - 35 pounds (12 kg.)

- SAFE, CLEAN & SIMPLE
  (Air tight case)

- RUGGED & DEPENDABLE
  (Lubricated air - NOT REQUIRED)

- EASILY SERVICEABLE

- INTEGRAL HANDPUMP
  ATTACHMENT
  (Permits operation of pump by hand)

- "BLOCK & "BLEED" VALVES -
  (STANDARD)

- "AUXILIARY" TEST PORT -
  (STANDARD)

- MANY OPTIONS AVAILABLE
  (Air Hoses)
  (Quick Disconnects)
  (Test Hoses)
  (Test Gauges)
  (Chart Records)
  (Dead-weight testers)

- STAINLESS STEEL WETTED PARTS

- PREFILL THRU THE PUMP
  (LARGE CHECKS)

- STAINLESS STEEL PIPING

FEATURES -

- PORTABLE CASE WILL ACCEPT 7
  PUMP PRESSURE RANGES:
  1/3 H.P., 900psi max. (62 bar), to 15,000 psi max. (1034 bar) with FLOW RATES
  to 3 G.P.M. (0.1 1/5) max.

- EXPLOSION PROOF, NO
  ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS.

- INTERNAL HANDPUMP
  ATTACHMENT -
  Permits supplementary operation of the pump by hand, useful in precise testing or emergency back-up applications requiring a hand pump in addition to a power pump or when air is not available.

- INTERNAL RESERVOIR
  for calibration or pressurizing small volume components such as gages, recorders, etc.

- TEST GRADE PRESSURE GAGES
  (GLYCERIN FILLED)

- AIR PRESSURE REGULATION
  for accurate testing repeatability.

- PUMP CAN BE OPERATED
  with air, nitrogen, CO₂, natural gas

- IDEAL TOOL FOR FIELD
  CALIBRATION WORK.

DATA -

- 7 RANGES IN 1/3 H.P. SERIES

- OPERATING TEMPERATURES
  same as HTS-94

- COMPATIBLE LIQUIDS -
  same as HTS-94

- ABS CASE SIZE:
  17 in. height - (43.3 cm)
  21 in. width - (53.5 cm)
  8.5 in. depth - (21.6 cm)

- WEIGHT
  35 pounds (12kg)

- AIR REQUIREMENTS:
  15 SCFM @ 65 psi (5.1 bar)
  (.30 s cu m/min)
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:

- Air or Test H.P. Hose
- Pressure Recorders with charts
- Dead - Weight Testers
- Test Gages - Certified